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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper summarizes the contributions of 
ABSEL’s membership to the development of 
experiential learning and experiential exercises 
during the decade of the 1970s. It overviews 
papers written on experiential learning and 
experiential exercises by ABSEL contributors 
during each year of the decade, and for the 
decade as a whole. Further, it categorizes each 
experientially-related paper by the paper’s major 
focuses to provide a systematic means of 
assembling literature reviews for related future 
research projects in various topical areas of 
experiential learning/experiential exercises. Also, 
year-by-year and decade-long statistics on types 
of delivery systems (i.e., regular paper session, 
workshop or demonstration, tutorial, panel or 
roundtable presentation) and extensiveness of 
published manuscripts (i.e., full paper, 
condensed paper) are provided. Finally, year-by-
year and decade-long comparative statistics 
related to the number of proceedings papers 
written on the three primary pedagogies 
supported by ABSEL (i.e., experiential learning/ 
experiential exercises, simulation games, and 
cases) also are included. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

On April 26-27, 1974 the first meeting of the 
Association for Business Simulation and 
Experiential Learning (ABSEL) was held at 
Oklahoma Christian College in Oklahoma City. 
With the establishment of ABSEL, a forum for 
the fast-emerging field of business-related 
experiential learning was now in place. From this 
very first meeting, it quickly became clear that 
two dominant themes would frame the field of 
experiential learning at future ABSEL 
conferences. The two primary thrusts were: (1) 

experiential learning/experiential exercises 
(including, among others, such related 
pedagogies as internship programs, game show 
formats, assessment centers, COMPUSTAT tape 
usage, and Delphi forecasting) and (2) 
simulation games (non-computerized and 
computerized games). Even the awards given to 
ABSEL participants for innovation and research 
quality were initially divided and, to this day, 
remain split between these two focuses. 
 
While the evolution of experiential learning over 
ABSEL’s 25-year history has somewhat blurred 
the early clear distinction between simulation 
games and experiential exercises (see Graf & 
Kellogg, 1990), there remains three general 
differentiating factors between the two. 
Simulations generally are computerized, 
multiple-iteration experiences utilizing chained 
decisions; experiential exercises, on the other 
hand, are usually non-computerized, single-
iteration exercises using non-chained decisions. 
The number of times a decision must be made 
for a participant to develop an understanding of 
the phenomena is at the heart of the concept of 
iterations. Simulations usually require a series or 
set of decisions (multiple iterations) to have full 
impact on learning, whereas, experiential 
exercises can have noticeable impact after only 
one iteration. Chained decisions, on the other 
hand, reflect the fact that the results of one set of 
decisions influence the decisions made in future 
iterations. For example, simulation games 
usually require participants to live with past 
decisions and do not allow them to begin anew 
for each trial. Experiential exercises, on the other 
hand, may require participants to make hundreds 
of unique decisions during the exercise, but with 
only one iteration--the results of one iteration are 
not the input or starting point for a second 
iteration, as is the case for a simulation game 
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(Graf & Kellogg, 1990). The third general 
distinction between experiential exercises and 
simulation games, at least early-on in the history 
of ABSEL, was use of the computer. In 1974 
and, for the most part, for the next 25 years, most 
simulation papers focused on a computerized 
approach to learning, while most experiential 
exercises remained non-computerized. 
 
In 1977 the ABSEL Board of Directors voted to 
add a case-track to the organization’s previously 
two-dimensional focus (Goosen, 1986). This 
action likely occurred because the number of 
case-related submissions was on the decline (4 
case-related papers appeared in the 1975 
Proceedings, 1 in the 1976, and no case-related 
pieces were present in the 1977 Proceedings). 
Early reaction to this decision appeared quite 
positive in that 8 case-related papers were 
included in the 1978 Proceedings. Noteworthy, 
however, is that the majority of these were “live 
cases,” a form of experiential exercise rather 
than true cases. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the 
contributions of ABSEL’s membership to 
experiential learning/experiential exercises 
during the decade of the 1970s.1 Piggybacking 
on the experiential segments of the pioneering 
effort of Ken Goosen (1986) and differentiating 
among manuscripts utilizing the aforeoutlined 
experiential versus simulation categorization 
schemes, this paper overviews the types of 
experientially-related papers produced by 
ABSEL contributors and published in its 
conference Proceedings during each year of the 
decade of the 1970s, and for the decade as a 
whole. Further, it categorizes each 
experientially-related paper by the paper’s major 

focuses2 to provide a systematic means of 
assembling a literature review for future research 
in various topical areas of experiential 
learning/experiential exercises. For example (and 
extending the effort of Goosen), if researchers 
are interested in identifying the human resource 
experiential exercises that have been developed 
by ABSEL contributors during the 1970s, such 
information, including volume (year) and page 
number in the Proceedings, is now available (see 
Table 1). Also, the summary statistics generated 
through this effort will permit one to identify and 
compare on a year-by-year basis and for the 
decade, the number of experiential 
learning/experiential exercise papers to the 
numbers of simulation-related and case-related 
papers included in ABSEL Proceedings over that 
same period.3 Finally, year-by-year and decade-
long numerical summaries of the types of 
delivery systems used to relay exercises and 
research to conference participants (i.e., regular 
paper session, workshop or demonstration, 
tutorial, panel or roundtable presentation), and 

                                                 

                                                 

1 The other two decade-long companion papers in this 
series on the contributions of ABSEL’s membership to 
experiential learning/experiential exercises were developed 
by Lane Kelley, University of Hawaii at Manoa (the 
decade of the 1980s), and John Butler, Clemson University 
(the decade of the 1990s). 
 

2 ABSEL papers often are multi-faceted in that, for 
example, while the primary focus of a paper may be on 
sharing an actual human resource experiential exercise 
with conference participants, often such papers also share 
instructor’s notes on “administering” the exercise and 
maybe even statist s related to participant satisfaction 
(“outcomes”) with e experience. In such instances, the 
first page number o
recorded in each rel
various contribution
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the extensiveness of the published manuscripts 
(i.e., full paper, condensed paper) for each focus 
category (experiential learning/experiential 
exercises, simulations, and cases) also are 
presented (see Table 2).  

 
EXPERIENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

APPEARING IN THE 1974 PROCEEDINGS 
 
Excluding the four “Concluding Observation” 
reports written after the 1974 conference 
concluded, 48 actual papers were included in this 
first ABSEL Proceedings (Kenderdine & Keys, 
1974). Of these 48, the vast majority were 
simulation-related. In fact, only 8 of 48 were not 
focused on some aspect of gaming (i.e., design 
of games, learning via business games, games as 
a framework for research). Of these 8, 1 paper 
was case-related, and the remaining 7 were 
directly focused on experiential learning/ 
experiential exercises. Interestingly, 3 of those 7 
used simulation games as the means to frame the 
discussion. The paper of Byrne and Wolfe [22]4 
focused on how a simulation game can serve as 
the vehicle for periential learning, Faria and 
Nulsen’s [54] o
assignments (exe
a marketing 
Leftwich’s [61] 
(finance/account
can be used to su
 
All of the four 
experientially f
provided ABS
definition of ex
differs from the 

Lowe’s [48] paper examined how selection of 
elective courses and the format and delivery of 
those courses can permit participants in a course 
to better attain their personal goals. Lowe’s view 
was that elective courses can be transformed into 
split-track courses, permitting both those 
students desiring the structure of a conventional 
course and those seeking a personally 
meaningful experience the access they seek. The 
Byham [300] paper examined how assessment 
centers are actually types of simulations used 
both to identify management potential (to be 
used to screen and select future managers) and to 
train assessment center participants (participating 
managers). Finally, Certo and Dougherty [36] 
examined a methodology utilized in 
administering a specific organizational behavior 
structured experiential exercise, the 
“Stuck/Unstuck” exercise. They then generalized 
on this experience to discuss the teaching 
potential of related exercises. 
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that volume. Each row that crosses that column 
reflects an issue relevant to experiential learning 
or experiential exercises (i.e., “How To 
Design/Construct Exercises). The two numbers 
in the cell of the aforementioned row/column 
category are pages 22 and 54. These numbers [22 
and 54] then identify the starting page of two 
different Proceedings papers in Volume 1 on 
how to design or construct experiential exercises. 
Further, from information in column 1 (Volume 
1), one can see that 4 papers contained 
information focusing on how to use/administer 
exercises, 2 papers included one type or another 
of information on how to assess the impact of an 
exercise, and 6 papers focused on exercises in 
specific topical areas (i.e., marketing, 
finance/accounting). Again, to identify the 
Proceedings paper associated with a specific 
page number in Table 1, see the “Table of 
Contents” for that volume (year) in the Appendix 
of this manuscript. 
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From information in Table 2 for the year 1974 
(see columns labeled “74”) one can see that all 
papers were full-length papers presented in 
regular paper sessions. Further, 1 paper focused 
on cases, 40 on simulation games, and 7 papers 
on experiential learning/experiential exercises. 
 
NOTE: The detailed discussion of the 
experiential contribution in the 1976 through 
1979 Proceedings were omitted due to page 
limitations. 
 

AN OVERVIEW OF EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING FOR THE DECADE  

OF THE 1970s 
 
Numbers in the far right column of Table 1 
entitled “Total # For the Decade of the 1970s” 
provide an overview of the total number of 
experientially-related ABSEL Proceedings 
papers with particular focuses for the decade of 
the 1970s. For example, 21 different papers 
would be helpful in explaining “How to 
Design/Construct Exercises,” and 53 papers 
focused on “How to Use/Administer Exercises.” 
Also, if one were interested in learning how to 
assess the impact of an exercise, 31 papers 
focused on “Research on Exercise Effectiveness 
(Outcomes)," 14 on “Using an Exercise as a 
Research Experiment,” 8 on “Using an Exercise 
for Hypothesis Testing,” and 5 on “Using an 
Exercise to Evaluate Teaching Performance.” 
Further, if one were interested in papers 
reporting on actual exercises or programs, 16 can 
be found on “Marketing,” 15 on “Organizational 
Behavior/Communications,” 8 on “Human 
Resources,” 3 on “Finance/Accounting,” 2 on 
“Entrepreneurship/Small Business,” 13 on 
“General Management/Business,” 12 on “Cross-
Cultural/International/Diversity,” 7 on “Problem 
Solving/Decision Making,” and 3 on “Other” 
issues (2 on economic-related issues, and 1 on 
health administration). 
 
More importantly from Table 1, however, for 
those wishing to have a systematic means of 

assembling a literature review for research in 
various topical areas, are the categorized starting 
page number of papers appearing in each of the 
six Proceedings for the decade of the 1970s. For 
example, with Table 1 in hand, the researcher 
will know exactly where to turn in specific 
Proceedings to find all exercises related to 
finance or accounting. The three articles related 
to this topic start on page 61 of Volume 1 
(1974), page 318 of Volume 2 (1975), and page 
114 of Volume 5 (1978)--see Table 1. 
 
Table 2 overviews the type of delivery system 
utilized (i.e., paper presentation, workshop/ 
demonstration, tutorial, panel/roundtable) and 
the extensiveness of published manuscripts (full 
paper, condensed or abstracted paper) for each of 
the three paper tracks (experiential 
learning/experiential exercises, simulation 
games, cases), and for all tracks combined for 
the decade of the 1970s. Non-underlined column 
totals summarize the total number of papers 
appearing in that year’s ABSEL Proceedings for 
each of the three tracks (i.e., a total of 12 
experientially-oriented papers appeared in the 
1975 Proceedings). Underlined row totals 
(labeled “TOT”) for each track reflect the total 
number of papers of that type for the decade of 
the 1970s. For example, the total number of 
“Simulation Games” papers presented in 
workshops or demonstrations for the decade was 
10. Underlined column “Totals” (excluding the 
far right column) reflect the total number of 
papers for all types of delivery systems for the 
decade (i.e., there was a total of 112 
“Experiential Learning/Experiential Exercise” 
papers that appeared in ABSEL Proceedings 
during the decade of the 1970s). The numbers in 
the far right column labeled “Totals” (with 
underlines and overlines) represent the total 
number of papers for all tracks for that delivery 
system/level of extensiveness. For example, full 
paper presentations for all three tracks for the 
decade of the 1970s totaled 271. Finally, worthy 
of note from numbers in the “Totals” column is 
that only 4 of 297 papers appearing in 
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Proceedings during the 1970s were condensed or 
abstracted. The remaining 293 papers were full 
papers. 

NOTE:  The Reference section of this paper was 
omitted due to page limitations. 
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